Twenty Questions for My Friends
By Linda Goyette
A keynote speech from the 2010 Community Symposium Heritage, Innovation and the
Livable City
There is something to be said for
leaving home, and looking over your
shoulder at the city you’ve left behind.
You see the place more clearly from a
distance: its fault lines and strengths,
its blind alleys and infinite possibilities.
After thirty years of living and working
in Edmonton, I travelled north last
year to the Yukon and Northwest
Territories to work on several writing
projects for an extended period.
Canada’s north country is a spark to
any imagination, and a haven from the
frenetic atmosphere of the urban
south. For once I had time to explore
new territory in my own writing and
reflect on matters that were important
to me. I could read and think in
solitude, and talk to some of the most interesting individuals I’ve ever met for a fresh
perspective. The silence, the beauty of the mountains, the strong sense of
community and historical memory in Dawson City, all inspired me to think in new
ways about my work in a distant hometown.
One morning in Dawson, two well-known writers climbed the front steps of my
borrowed house to say hello, not exactly to me but to a ghost in residence. They
wanted to explore Pierre Berton’s childhood home. Nino Ricci and Alistair
MacLeod had travelled north with visual artists Iain Baxter and Patricia Coates for
an unusual travelling conversation called A Sense of Place. They had already taken
their slides and informal discussion to other cities across the country. To my
surprise, Dawsonites of all backgrounds crowded into a local theatre just to listen to
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these four individuals talk about Canada’s southwestern corner—Windsor, Ontario.
The northerners expressed genuine interest in this distant city, asked informed
questions, listened carefully to the answers and made comparisons to their own lives
in the Yukon. Everyone in the room challenged the usual definitions of words and
phrases such as remote and isolated, and blue-collar industrial town, and rust-belt city and
boom town and resource town and depressed town and artistic centre and hub and hinterland.
They challenged the myopia of looking at a place on the map in economic terms
alone. They questioned the unfairness in the assumption that the most creative
citizens and their audiences live in a half-dozen of the world’s megacities.
Through that long, memorable night, Dawson City might as well have been the
centre of the universe. I listened with fascination as the Yukoners related directly to
the writers, artists and unemployed autoworkers of Windsor. Nobody in the room
sounded defensive or intimidated about what their community wasn’t . . . that it
wasn’t Toronto or New York or Shanghai or Berlin . . . that it wasn’t a worldrenowned metropolis or a government centre or an economic powerhouse or a
cultural mecca. They were more interested in what it was. They had no need to
imitate the citizens of another place, or defend their own community from stated or
unstated criticism, or proclaim that they lived in the best city in the country. On the
contrary they were intrigued with the character of their own hometown, and eager to
draw connecting lines across an immense map inside their own imaginations. As I
listened to this thoughtful dialogue, I thought about Edmonton, and its constant
efforts to proclaim itself to the world and to define its identity with overblown
slogans and catchphrases. My friends and I could learn something here, I thought. If
only we would.
I also thought about an email I’d received a few weeks earlier from the Edmonton
Heritage Council asking me to speak to its first symposium in early October,
Heritage, Innovation & the Livable City, and to write about our discussions. I agreed
because I believe in the potential of this new council to pull together a disparate
band of cultural workers, and to encourage us to collaborate in exciting ways. The
council is a brave experiment, and a good one, and it is reaching out to all of us in
2011 with a challenge. Are we in, or not?
So who are we exactly? I think I’ll avoid that clumsy description “the heritage
community” because we are not a cohesive community at all. We are solo
performers, iconoclasts, and most of us are so quiet about our lonely detective work
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that the rest of the city usually forgets we exist. We are the cultural workers who try
to unravel a twisted, knotted rope that links Edmonton’s past with Edmonton’s
present. We keep an eye on one another’s projects, from a respectful distance, but
we often lack the personal relationships necessary for creative collaboration. We
work alone too much. We need to find intersections.
Who are we? Let me try again. In no particular order, we are Edmontonians with a
special passion for the local in our work as. . .
First Nations and Metis elders and storykeepers,
Professional archivists and professional historians,
teachers and students,
museum curators, conservation staff, artists and designers,
historic interpreters, local tour guides, travel office advisors
neighbourhood conservation activists,
city heritage planners
restoration volunteers, historical researchers, web developers
heritage architects, genealogists, cartoonists and illustrators,
economists and demographers
archaeologists,
cartographers, public transit planners
environmental scientists,
including naturalists, horticulturalists and meteorologists,
volunteers in small museums and interpretive centres
anthropologists,
local festival producers, organizers and volunteers
writers, editors and designers of magazines, e-zines and heritage websites,
landscape architects, streetscape designers,
chefs and other food producers in the local food movement
public servants who work to nurture the local arts and heritage sector
philanthropists who fund heritage projects in the private sector
independent writers and poets, editors and publishers,
playwrights, screenwriters, visual artists, sculptors,
professional librarians,
recreation specialists
photographers, journalists, storytellers,
songwriters and musicians who put local experiences to music,
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sound and lighting technicians at local performances
filmmakers, videographers, directors and actors.
That’s a long list of gifted people, and I could make it even longer by including some
of the most innovative heritage workers in Edmonton. We might begin with the
city bloggers who create local new media to reflect a distinctive and evolving urban
culture, outside mainstream corporate media. We could mention the Edmonton
Bicycle Commutersi who are determined to reclaim historic city streets for cyclists
and pedestrians. Immigration support workers and English as a Second Language
teachers communicate Edmonton’s history to newcomers eager to learn about their
new city.ii Urban farmers and community garden activists remind us that we honour
the city best through our protection of the land, and its bounty; we define ourselves
by what we choose to protect.iii Urban renewal activists tell us that a shared
historical memory can reclaim a weary streetscape, and they’re proving it up on 118th
Avenue.iv
In short, we are the people who somehow find and share stories about Edmonton
through our work. Some citizens might assume that all “heritage workers” are
obsessed with a narrow and cold list of historical facts and civic milestones—a furtrading fort in 1795, a town in 1892, a little city in 1904—or that we are History
Zealots ready to circle every old building with locked arms against Edmonton’s
wrecking balls, explosives and bulldozers. [Okay, sometimes they are right about our
preoccupations! We can be single-minded and stubborn; and yes, we can bore our
fellow citizens into a coma with our recitation of historical information and local
genealogy if we aren’t very careful.] Even so the public can underestimate the width
and depth of our curiousity. Together we are interested in the much larger,
unmapped territory of the urban imagination.
We love our work for all its challenges. “Finding the right work,” wrote Thomas
Moore, “is like finding your own soul in the world.”v Finding your place, too.
Through our disparate projects, we explore Edmonton’s collective memory, and
examine its daily, lived experience to the smallest detail. We interview citizens who
endured the 1987 tornado,vi or the 1932 Hunger Marchvii. We create a fascinating
websites and multimedia performance to tell the story of a famous garment factory
and its significance to waves of immigration to the city.viiiWe create board games,
video games, puzzles and scavenger hunts to engage Edmonton’s children in their
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city’s past, and to delight them, too.ix We squint to decipher a digital version of the
1886 Edmonton Bulletin in order to complete First Nations land claims research. We
make short, contemplative films about the suicides on the High Level Bridgex or a
young man riding the rails into Edmonton during the Depression.xi We take visitors
on a canoe ride along the North Saskatchewan River to show them the enduring
layers of volcanic ash from Mount Mazama’s eruption 6,800 years ago. We sew
shawls, write poems, drum and dance in a Cree honour song for the first mothers in
our cityxii We create a documentary film to explore the thoughts and views of South
Asian newcomers to Edmonton,xiii or create a song and mime performance to recall
the songs and stories of Filipino grandmothers.xivWe do all of this in order to say to
our fellow citizens: Remember this? This matters to me. Does it matter to you?
In our scholarly research and creative arts projects, we investigate the city’s silent
hopes and noisy aspirations, its terrible mistakes and regrets. We research and we
write about an evolving urban culture—sports, theatre, film, visual art, the works—
always reaching back, reaching forward, in a search for patterns. We document the
city’s seasons of affluence and hard times, make comparisons between then and now,
and sift through facts to reach an analysis if not a conclusion.
We try to comprehend the soul of the city, too, and the way its citizens relate to
their environment. Our work reminds almost a million individuals settled around
Edmonton that they belong to a specific place in the world – that they are wanted and
needed, right here, right now – even if they plan to board a plane for Lagos or Shanghai
or Beirut tomorrow. If we do our work properly, each citizen will conclude that his
or her distinctive life story is one vital fragment of the history of Edmonton, that
each contribution to the city has been noted and appreciated, that each sacrifice for
the common good has been worthwhile. Some citizens can trace direct ancestry to
the earliest Cree, Nakoda and Blackfoot families of Amiskwaciwaskahikan, or to the
first Metis, French and Orkney fur traders at Edmonton House, or to the early
pioneering families along the North Saskatchewan riverbank. Some newcomers
arrived yesterday from Capetown or Cornerbrook, from Montreal or Manila, with no
plan to stay in Edmonton, no knowledge of the city’s history, and no particular
allegiance to the place. We say to them all: If you are here, this city belongs to you.
All citizens shape Edmonton together, creating its history in microscopic moments
without intention. We share a space that Amy Fung on her Prairie Artsters website
calls “the amnesiac city.” xv
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Can a city learn to remember? I think about this question often.
Back in Dawson City, I read an opening essay by Nino Ricci in the catalogue for the
Sense of Place print exhibition. It opened with the familiar lines from T.S. Eliot in
Four Quarters: And the end of all our exploring/Will be to arrive where we started/And
know the place for the first time. Ricci talked about rapid changes in the way his
contemporaries—all of us —relate to our cities, and to local history.
Increasingly, we come from many places. We are born in one and move to
another; we flee tyrannies or wars or the collapse of economies or follow jobs
or our children or our hearts to end up far from our first home or sometimes
back again, but differently, as in Eliot’s poem, in the very place where we
began. Or we follow our imaginations: through literature and art, through
movies and television, through travel brochures and glossy magazines or by
simply surfing the web, we travel in hours or minutes …expanses that our notso-distant ancestors could not have travelled in lifetimes, inhabiting the world
by way of our minds with a breadth we could never attain with our mere
bodies. Such a changed sense of geography must inevitably affect our relation
to place.
A century ago it would not have been uncommon to spend a lifetime never
straying more than fifty miles from our place of birth; not so today. Yet
wherever we go we tend to remake the places we arrive at in the image of
those we have left behind, seeking out the familiar in the strange, and
understanding the new in terms of the old.xvi
Loyalties to place are unraveling at the speed of light. Our love of new gadgetry
connects us to a single wired city as large as the planet, and naturally, we are finding
new allegiances in our virtual communities. The new communication technology
explodes with potential for more creative forms of historical interpretation and
connection with like-minded people beyond city limits.
At the same time, a creative reaction to these overwhelming trends—the global
village, instant digital connection, the commercialization of public space—is
surfacing around the world. Here and there, a voice cries out: Not so fast. I don’t want
a corporate logo on this park. And I crave genuine relationships and experiences, something
more personal, something nearby that I can touch. So far this reaction has been most
obvious in the Buy Local movement; the indie arts and crafts movement; and the
Slow Food/locavore movement. They are still small urban subcultures, but significant
on all continents. More than a renewed ecological consciousness, they represent a
spiritual craving for local community in real time. All three movements are very
much in evidence in Edmonton. It seems that at least some city-dwellers want to
reclaim local public space and local urban culture as a way to assert their own
identity, even if they don’t care much about the history of their city at all.
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I wonder if our urban heritage work in Edmonton is keeping up with these
important changes—both the global technological revolution and the local creative
reaction—or comprehending the tension between opposing social forces? I sense
that it isn’t. So how should we change our approach to the work we do?
I think Edmonton could begin with a full and honest acknowledgment that it is an
ancient community. Too many of us continue to describe Edmonton as a young city
in a stubborn, deliberate error that has negative consequences. What is young about
a gathering place on a riverbank that was inhabited by men, women and children
8,000 years ago and perhaps earlier? Why do we keep insisting that we are
newcomers to an empty land? We aren’t. How are the descendants of Edmonton’s
first inhabitants supposed to feel when other citizens pretend their ancestors did not
exist? And couldn’t we find a richer life experience here if we acknowledged that we
had inherited a shared legacy, and a community, from all human inhabitants of this
riverbank through millennia?
Another step forward? We could also resist the tendency toward local boosterism in
heritage work, and insist on more meticulous research, critical observation, careful
analysis and clear thinking. When necessary, we should look into the city’s darker
corners to reveal its hidden secrets, its hypocrisies and historical oversights. We
should listen better to the silences, and pry them open. It is the job of other people
to sell this city to the world, to market its products, and to attract new immigrants
and investors. Our role is different.
We must be independent, well-connected to the daily lives of ordinary citizens, and
neither boastful nor defensive about a small, western Canadian city, the fifth largest
metropolitan area in the nation, but a relatively small community in an increasingly
urban world. Around the globe, twenty-three megacities claim a population of more
than ten million people each. Edmonton has the same population in 2010 as London,
England had in the late 1700s, and it has not yet found its place among the world’s
100 most populated or influential cities.xvii It may never do so. Today, of the world’s
twenty mega-cities whose population exceeds 10 million people, two are in Europe,
two are in the United States, and the other nineteen are in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. This is the global trend, intensifying with each passing year, and it leaves
us, in relative terms, living in a northern village. A fortunate one.
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As heritage workers, our great challenge is to be original and innovative. We need to
stretch, and reach out for new ideas. Instead of marching over and over the same
trampled historical ground—pioneer Edmonton, 1900 to 1914, say, or the Leduc oil
strike of 1947—we could challenge ourselves to investigate the city’s unexplored
mysteries in every era. We could interview unfamiliar people who live beyond the
margins of known events. Each of us could try to tell one new story in a new way for
a new audience. We could go beyond the simple digitization of existing print, map
and photographic collections on static websites to use new communications
technology in its more magical forms to engage a younger, global audience.
We have barely started to do any of this.
Our task is to collect a multitude of confusing, conflicting stories and share them in
ways that the wider population will find informative, coherent, motivating and
moving. This cultural work is vital to Edmonton’s understanding of itself. Every day
thousands of us tackle these ephemeral and yet critical tasks in our own quirky,
determined way. We are too often clumsy in our efforts. We are the world’s experts
at re-inventing the wheel. Sometimes we struggle to find elusive clues that others
have already discovered; for example, beginning new oral history or folklore projects
without any knowledge of the collections already assembled. Sometimes we toil for
long hours to learn some arcane skill that another heritage professional could easily
teach us in a single hour.
Don’t you think we should know one another better?
Two years ago the Edmonton Arts Council released a report to the city called The
Art of Living: A plan for securing the future of arts and heritage in the City of Edmontonxviii.
Beautifully written and thoughtfully considered, it wasn’t your typical put-it-up-onthe-shelf civic report. It was far more than paper in search of dust. A wide crosssection of Edmontonians produced thoughtful, personal essays, mixed together with
a careful analysis of the arts and heritage sector in the city. The report concluded
with the beautiful words of Edmonton writer Caterina Edwards. I dream a city where
the telling of one story does not silence all others. A city that contains other cities. A border city.
Those words resonated with me, and with many others. And because this document
was different, miraculously, the city paid attention, and adopted its
recommendations as public policy. The Art of Living included many observations
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about the heritage work that we do—and the work we choose not to do—and it
made eleven strong recommendations for action.xix
One of its most interesting observations was that Edmonton’s heritage workers are
sometimes discouraged about the work they do. “The heritage community in
Edmonton is, by its own admission, not as united as the arts community, and it has
not made comparable progress in achieving a civic profile,” one author observed.
Two years have passed. I returned to that list of recommendations recently to see
how we were doing, and my reading and thinking sparked the following questions.
1. We have created the Edmonton Heritage Council to unify us and to support
our work, to be a strong advocate and to develop new programs that break
new ground. We have multiple allegiances—as staff and volunteers at 23
museums, four historical societies and ten archival institutions, for example—
or we have no allegiances at all. Are we willing to work together to build this
council? Or do we want someone else to do it for us?
2. What should the first Historian Laureate—Ken Tingley and all of his
successors—do to engage the public and make them care about the city’s
history and evolving urban culture? Should the city’s public historian be
outspoken, independent and critical of city policy when necessary? Or not?
Should the City Archivist’s role be redefined as a more public advocate for
urban heritage, especially our built and material heritage? Is it time for the
Historian Laureate or the City Archivist—or perhaps even the mayor and city
council—to begin a city-wide conversation about the kinds of dated historical
commemoration we have outgrown, and perhaps should abandon? And the
kinds of new projects we need?
3. When will Edmonton develop a coherent museums policy? The report
supported the idea of a civic museum for inquiry and interpretation, a place
where we could collaborate with one another in true public service. As
previously mentioned, we have 23 museums scattered within the region—all
competing for public attention and a dwindling supply of funds, all working
within a very narrow focus. And yet if a Martian or Calgarian parachuted into
Winston Churchill Square and asked the simple question: “How old is
Edmonton? How did this city get started? Who lives around here?” that
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stranger would have to walk many, many kilometres in all directions to find 23
different answers or spend a few solid days in the public library reading a
smattering of books or online resources. The report cautioned that the new
civic museum should be developed in a steady and incremental way, and of
course that’s true. The City of Edmonton agrees. But citizens have been
asking for a civic museum for sixty years. How patient should we be? How
slow is too slow? How long should we expect to wait? Another century? Two?
And what do we want that city museum to be like? Are we talking about a
new building with conventional exhibits, or an entirely different way of
interpreting the past? Who will decide? Will we get a say?
4. For the past two decades, original heritage work in Alberta has been severely
underfunded. What can we do to support an underfunded City of Edmonton
Archives, the underfunded Provincial Archives of Alberta and the
underfunded Archives Society of Alberta—as well as the smaller community
archives—in the professional collection and digital display of our recorded,
material history? The public owns these treasures. Why can’t the public see
more of them?
5. How will we work together not just to support the redevelopment of the
human history side of the Royal Museum of Alberta--but to demand it? How
will we distinguish between the mandate of the provincial institution, and the
mandate of Edmonton’s new civic museum?
6. How can we encourage and support the Faculty of Native Studies and the
Departments of History and Classics, English, and Education at the
University of Alberta to support new research and new instruction in
Edmonton’s history and culture? And how can we help all other postsecondary institutions in the city do the same?
7. What have we done to recognize the Edmonton Artifacts Centre as a major
heritage resource? More than 45,000 of our city’s material treasures are
locked in an 1894 brewery in the woods of the river valley, and another
50,000 artifacts are held in storage at Fort Edmonton Park, often away from
public view. We need more staff to evaluate and protect the collection, and
to interpret it in a professional manner. We need better funding and better
buildings for proper storage and display. How are we going to accomplish
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that? And what exactly are we going to do about Fort Edmonton Park? Will it
continue to be a mish-mash entertainment theme park, a backdrop for
wedding portraits, or could it possibly become a full historical interpretive
centre? Who should be responsible for this decision?xx
8. People like us lament at full volume when the bulldozers knock over yet
another historic building from the early twentieth century. This is an
understandable impulse when there are so few historic buildings left in
Edmonton to defend. But how well are we defending the city’s Built Heritage
Management Plan when commercial developers try to challenge it? Could we
be better allies to the city’s heritage planners? Shouldn’t this plan move
beyond the protection of older buildings on a protected list, and start
protecting more modern buildings, icons and bridges, neighbourhood
character and some cultural landscapes and gathering places? What did we
learn from the difficult experience of the Rossdale cemetery negotiations that
we could use to protect other important places of the heart?
9. What can we do together to develop consistent interpretation practices to
bring all museums and interpretive centres in the city to the highest possible
standard? And just as important, how can we fund the oral storytelling
traditions of First Nations and Metis history and culture when historical
memory is too big to be contained in a building? When it belongs on the
wider land, on the surrounding territory? The city of Saskatoon relies on the
Wanuskewan Native Heritage Park to educate and inform all citizens about
the First Nations in the wider Treaty 6 region. Well, we live in Treaty Six
territory too. What do we have in Edmonton that begins to approach the
living Cree heritage programming in that Saskatchewan park? Couldn’t we do
more to borrow the best ideas of other Canadian cities to honour our own
history and culture, and our own origins as a community?
10. Where can we find adequate funding to support the publication of new
research and creative writing about Edmonton’s heritage? Why are most of
our best books on Edmonton’s history and culture out of print, and often
unavailable except in two or three beloved independent bookstores? Why
can’t we find a central place where newcomers gather—smack dab in the
middle of Winston Churchill Square—to market our cultural heritage work?
Our books, our music, our art, our artistic crafts, postcards and historical
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posters? Our considerable creative chunk of the economy? Where can we find
the funding, for example, to complete new and much more complete
historical mapping of Edmonton and region? Or to digitize and index the full
records of Edmonton House/Fort Edmonton?
Those are the first ten longwinded questions. Here are ten shorter ones that I
think might get to the heart of things.
11. When the Papaschase First Nation descendants appealed to the Supreme
Court of Canada for recognition of their treaty rights, and failed, did you
stand beside them or apart from them? Why?
12. Do you know the names of any of the families that owned the Metis river lots
in early urban Edmonton? Do you know what happened to those properties?
Do you know about a significant effort of local researchers to map those
Metis properties? If you don’t know about that project, why don’t you know?
13. When the Ukrainian Canadian Archives and Museum supporters stood up to
Ottawa last year, and asked the government to keep a funding promise, did
you stand beside them or apart from them? Why?
14. Do you ever feel that you work alone? That the public hasn’t a clue what you
do? That other heritage workers in Edmonton don’t recognize your efforts, or
read your research articles, or attend your performances, or lobby on behalf of
your digital heritage project? That you don’t have the public or private
funding you need to do the bare minimum? That you’re going broke in the
attempt to do more with less? What support do you need from other heritage
workers? Are you ready to ask for that support? Demand it?
15. Do you ever look sideways at other cities, at other small towns, and observe
innovative projects with undisguised envy? I’m talking about those past-andpresent photographic murals in Montreal . . .or the telephones on Toronto
street corners that a visitor can pick up to listen to historic stories about that
very spot . . . or the First Nations elders’ storytelling and art centres in every
community in the Yukon? Do you ever say to yourself: Oh why don’t we work
together on something new like that in Edmonton? Well, why don’t we?
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16. Are you worried about heritage innovation in Edmonton or are you excited
about it?
17. Are you willing to collaborate with people you don’t know? With people you
don’t really like? With people you don’t understand?
18. Does your heritage organization bear any resemblance to the people of
Edmonton in all of their demographic diversity? If it doesn’t, why not? Do
you expect newcomers to find you, and join you, or is your job to go out and
find them, and welcome them, and encourage them to take leadership
positions and perhaps change your direction?
19. Collaboration and reconciliation can be tough, complicated work. Are you
willing to give it a try? Or not? Do you want to work with wild-eyed artists,
with single-minded community activists, with stuffy bureaucrats, with
ambitious politicians, with angry or passionate or bored and disheartened
people? Or not?
I have been reading a book called Saudade: The Possibilities of Place.xxi It is a
collection of personal essays about a search that takes the author, Anik See,
from Wood Buffalo National Park in northern Alberta to Sri Lanka, from
Holland to Australia to old Russia to Cuba—with stops in many, many cities
along the way. I had never heard the word saudade before. It’s a Portuguese
expression that describes a feeling of longing for something that is now gone,
but that one day might return. It made me think about another question.
What are we longing for in Edmonton that is gone, but might some day
return? How can we find it?
And finally, my 2oth and final question: What are we going to do next, together?
§
Linda Goyette is the author and editor of seven books, including Edmonton In Our Own Words and
Kidmonton, and a freelance journalist. She can be reached at www.lindagoyette.ca and on Facebook.
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